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In the masculine tricolor hegemony; gold to Switzerland in the women's in Pila

 First  individual  titles  awarded  today  in  Pila  (Valle  d'Aosta)  at  the  European  Youth
Mountain  Bike  Championships,  in  a  highly  spectacular  specialty,  the  Xc  Eliminator,
monopolized by the men by an all-tricolor final and, by the women characterized by the Swiss
double, and continental champion jerseys worn by Chloe Tschumi and Mario Campana.

Chloe Tschumi from Switzerland goes to the gold in the XC Eliminator under 15. A final
dominated by the athlete of the Tropical Solothurn team; she followed by her compatriot Elena
Frei (Tsp Zurisee) and the Dutch Mae Cabaca (The Flyiing lowlanders), who go to occupy the
squares of honor; fourth the Danish Sara Aaboe Kallestrup. The “final” in the women's category
saw the Czech Republic standard-bearer Hanka Vikova finishing fifth, followed by her partner
Amàlie Gottwaldova; sixth was the representative of Italy Sofia Guichardaz,  followed by the
Danish Kamma Bergholt.

All-Italian male podium: the new under 15 Xce European champion is the Lombard Mario
Campana, winner of an all-Italian final, a three-way race from the very beginning, after the fall
of the Bolzano player Fabian Hoellrigl a few meters from the start. Silver to the Altoatersino
Hannes Wenter, third the Bergamo Stefano Melani (Lombardia 3) and fourth, in fact, Fabian
Hoellrigl. An Italy that has monopolized the men's semifinal, with the exception of the Swiss
Thibaud Contesse (Team Valais) who will finish in seventh place, third in the 'small final'. Fifth
place for the representative of the blue colors Federico Rosario Brafa, followed by Alessandro
Micolucci (Scott Libarna); the eighth position goes to Stefano Cuneo (Bici Camogli).

The XCE Under  15 has  opened the second day of  competitions  in  which the European
medals of the European Youth Mountainbike Championships are awarded. In the men's category,
64 athletes started, divided into 16 heats. In the women's categories 32 the athletes at the start,
divided into eight heats. Five hundred meters of track in this race among the most spectacular of
the five days of competitions.a. 


